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REF. MADR16256

€3,100 pcm. Apartment - Rented
Luxury apartment with abundant natural light for rent in Madrid
Spain »  Madrid »  Madrid City »  Justicia »  28004

2
Bedrooms  

3
Bathrooms  

165m²
Built size

+34 912 900 182 madrid@lucasfox.com lucasfox.com Calle Bárbara de Braganza 8, Madrid, Spain
Contact us today for more information or to arrange a viewing

https://www.lucasfox.com
mailto:madrid@lucasfox.com
https://www.lucasfox.com


OVERVIEW

Luxury apartment with spacious rooms and lots of light,
for rent in the privileged neighbourhood of Justicia.

This magnificent luxury apartment enjoys ample living spaces and great natural light:
an ideal home in Justicia, one of Madrid's most exclusive neighbourhoods.

We are welcomed into the property by a bright entrance hall with a bathroom on the
left. Next door we find a large kitchen with plenty of space for a small dining
area/bar. Leaving the kitchen, we return to the entrance hall which then leads to the
core of the home: a living room of over 40 m² with 3 large windows through which
abundant natural light floods the day area. Each of the 3 windows opens onto a
balcony. To the right of the hall is a large area with space for built-in closets.

A short corridor leads to the 2 bedrooms with built-in wardrobes. The master
bedroom has 2 built-in wardrobes plus an en-suite bathroom with a shower and
bidet. To the left of the master bedroom is the second double bedroom, also with
built-in wardrobes and with an ensuite bathroom with a shower.

The property has heating and air conditioning to ensure year-round comfort.

Contact us to discover this luxury apartment for rent in Justicia.

lucasfox.com/go/madr16256

Lift, High ceilings, Air conditioning, Balcony,
Built-in wardrobes, Heating,
Transport nearby
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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